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ABSTRACT

This paper gives information on earthquakes, tsunamis

and volcanoes in the Northeastern Indian Ocean and adjacent

land areas. Most of the seismic activity in this region has

occurred along the Burma-Sunda arcs, the 89th meridian between

50 N. and 50S., and southwest of Ceylon. For the most part

earthquake damage and destruction have been limited to a zone

stretching from Sumatra to the Ganges Delta.

Tsunamis and other large waves have been reported fram

most cnstal sectors in the area. Damage by tsunamis has been

restricted to the coasts of Sumatra and adjacent islands.

Destructive storm-generated waves have been reported from the

northern shores of the Bay of oengal.

Active volcanoes in the area are located on Sumatra and

Barren Island. A submarine eruption was reported on the flank

of the Ninety East Ridge in 1883. Mud volcanoes have been

reported from the coast of aurma and off the southwest coast

of India.
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A. Earthquakes

Most seismic activity in this area is confined to three zones:

one along the Eurma-Sunda arcs, one paralleling the 89th meridian

between 50N. and 503., and one southwest of Ceylon. The epicentral

location of representative strong shocks (Classes , and B) and many

weaker shocks (Classes C and D) that have occurred in and near the

area are shown in Figure 1

The Burma-Sunda arcs are the link between the Circum-Pacific

and Alpide seismic belts. Most of the shocks in the Burma-3unda arcs

occurred at shallow depths (less than 60 km.), although many shocks

of intermediate depth (70 to 300 km.) are reported from Sumatra and

northern Burma. A few shoccs of intermediate depth have been reported

east of the Andamn islands. The concentration of shallow and inter-

mediate shocks in the vicinity of 25°N., 950 E. is at the inter-section

of two structural arcs. The relatively infrequent shallow shocks

between the Andaman Islands and Burma, coupled with the absence of

intermediate depth shocks, may indicate a break in the Burma-Sunda

1
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structural trend.

Recent bathymetric surveys tend to confirm the prediction made on

seismic evidence as early as 1949 that the zone of seismic activity

which parallels the 89th meridian coincides with a structural ridge.

The minor seismic region which extends southwest from ýeylon may mark

a similar structural feature.

Regions which have been affected by seismic activity (Figure 2 )

generally coincide with the location of earthquake epicenters (Figure

1.). The most destructive earthquakes have occurred in a zone stretch-

ing from Sumatra through the Nicobar and Andaman Islands into south-

western Burma and the Ganges Delta. The destruction caused by earth-

quakes in this region results from strong shocks, which occur frequently,

or from the unstable foundation characteristics of the alluvial soil of

the Ganges and Irrawaddy Deltas, which li adjacent to the regions of

frequent shocks. Building damage in southern India probably was caused

by small local shallow earthquakes which were not associated with

=- ?= tectonic Movnents.
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One oftelargest earthquakes reorde anywhere inte worl

IIoccurred in Assam, (260N., 930E.) in 1897 (epicenter 260N., 910E.).

Another very large earthquake occurred at '2o1. 979E. in 1950. Both

of these shocks were felt over a large oart of India, Pakistan, and

Burma. The 1897 shock was felt over a region of 1,750,000 square miles.

Buildings in a region of 150,000 square miles suffered moderate damaga;

buildings in a region of about 9,000 square miles were completely

destroyed.] Earthquakes have been reported from ships at sea at several-

I P places in the area. The distribution of these reports depends upon

the positions of ships at the time of the earthquake relative to the

epicentral location.

B,, Tsunamis

Eighteen tsunamis were reported from this area between 1762 and

1909. Six of these occurred in the Bay of Bengal, and1 12 struck the

west coast of Sumatrr and neighboring islands (Figure 2 ). The tsunami

generated by the explosive eruption of Krakatau in 1883 was reported in

these regious as well as in the locos-Kaeling Islands.

Burma -e 1 -9 shc- etoe eino ,5,0 qaemls
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In addition to tsunamis, seismic seiches have been generated in

the distributaries of the Ganges River by most of the large earth-

I quakes that have occurred north and east of the Ganges Delta.

In the nast, damaging tsunamis have been restricted to the coa.;t

of 3umatra and adjacent islands. Other destructive waves have been

generated by tropical storms. The Ganges Delta has been particularly

subject to destructive storm waves rnd surges. In October 1960, 14,000

persons in the delta were killed or swept out to sea by the storm surges

of tropical -vclones.

It is probable that more tsunamis have occurred in the past than

* are listed in the fragmentary reports available. Dates of occurrence

and brief descriptions of tsunamis in this area follow:

1762 April 12. Earthquake felt most severely near the northern end of

the Bay of Bengal. Waves reported in the distributaries of the

Ganges Delta at Dacca and Calcutta and from Cheduba Island.

1797 February 10. West-central Sumatra. Waves of great forcs inundated

the coast.

)I 1799 %est-central Sumatra. Waves about 50 feet above usual water level

6



renorted.

1833 January 29. West-central Sumatra. Large waves destroyed a

breakwater and tore ships from their anchors.

1842 N.ovember 11. Earth iuake near north end of the zay of Bengal.

The waters of the distributaries of the delta were agitated.

1843 January 5 and 6. Sirnatra. Earthquake and tsunami reported from

the village of Barus and Pulau Nias.

1847 October 31. Little Nicobar. Kondul island was inundated.

1861 February 16. Sumatra. Large destructive waves reported along

the south coast of Pulau Nias. The Pulau PulD 9atu were inun-

dated. Minor damage reported on other islanidt -aves were noted

by ships at sea.

1861 Marah 9. West-central Sumatra. Hign waves swept inland with loss

of life.

1861 September 25. West-central Sumatra. High wves swept the coast.

1864 -- -. Sumatra. Waves were reported from the PtUlau Pulau Batu

islands and adjacent sectors of the Sumatra coast.

7



109 December 31. Epicenter near center of Bay of Bengal. waves

were reported from Ceylon northward along the west shore of the

bay to the Ganges Delta, along the Andaman and Nicobar Islands as

far south as Sumatra. No waves were reported from the Burma coast.

1P82 January or February. Ceylon. Earthquake and waves reported from

Trincomalee.

1883 iugust 27. The explosive eruption of Kraukatau (601013., 1050261E.)

in Sunda Strait (6000°S., 10505'2,.j generated waves up to 100 feet

hi.gh. Four-foot waves reported from the Cocos-Keeling Islands and

the southwest coast of Ceylon. Waves two to three feet high reported

from tha east coast of India, the Ganges Delta, and the Andaman

Islands.

1904 Sumatra. Large waves reported from Pulau Nias. Some

destruction reported from Pulau W.-,unga and other nearby islands.

1907 January. Sumatra. Earthquake and wave reported from the west

coast.

1908 February 6. Sumatra Epicenter 503., 1000E. Earthquake and



waves reported from the south and middle parts of the west coast

of the island.

C. Volcanism

Five land volcanoes and one submarine volcano have been reported

active in the area during historic times (Figure 1 ). Active land

volcanoea are located on 3umatrc and Barren Island. A submarine vol-

canic eruption was reported in !a83 at about 603., 890Eo. on the flank

o! the Ninety East Ridge.

A number of "mud volcanoes" are located off the coast of Burma

near Cheduba Island and Rangoon and off the southwest coast of India

near lleppey. They are not true volcanoes but mounds of mud or mud-

sand resembling bubbles which are pushed up by the expansion of gases.

Since 'mud volcanoes" armear suddenly, they may constitute dangers to

navigation. The gases may ignite and ba mistaken for a burning ship

or a beacon.

The 1883 eruption of Krakatau to the east of the area was one of

the world's largest explosions. It has been estimated that 5 cubic

9
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miles of material were blown out of the volcano. The reported loca-

tions where appreciable amounts of ash and pumice fell within the area

are shown in Figure 1 •

Although many other active volcanoes are located east of the area

in Indonesia, no significant ashfalls from eruptions other than from

Krakatau have been reported.

-10
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